
Prior to starting to talk about joy you have to understand the
meaning behind this word. So what is the meaning of joy?
According to Merriam Webster, Joy ''means the emotion evoked by
well-being, success, or good fortune or by the prospect of
possessing what one desires/ or a source or cause of delight''. 
 
It truly is a long description for such a small three letter word with
only one syllable. Hidden in the word is happiness as well. Not
many activities or possessions can provide a long lasting joy as
anything made of this earth can only provide a short burst of joy till
it loses the ability to keep providing that joy or we tend to pursue
other interests. 
 
Going to this subject biblically you can see this appearing in the Old
and New Testament. In the Old Testament you see this feeling after
different victories, weather it be after a war, after being saved from
slavery or even after pestilence & disease. The New Testament
takes this to a different level where this feeling happens after the
Apostles share the Good News with people or have a good
relationship with God and man. 
 
The New Testament there is one simple solution to receive this
feeling- its by partnering with Jesus who then provided a comforter
called the Holy Spirit who has the ability to give you a long last
feeling of Joy.The word Joy in Hebrew is ‘chara’ appearing 59 times
in the KJV translations. This shows that its not a rare feeling, John
16:24 of the KJV version states "ask anything from the Lord so that
we can have joy". 
 
This shows that this feeling even though produced from within
ourselves requires an exterior push to manifest in our lives. Also, in
John 15:11 shows that having our joy tank full is important. As our
heart desires are required to fulfill and trigger this feeling always
remember that scripture needs to interpret with scripture. Even
though anything we ask shall be given by God, always remember
that it's required to have your eyes for things above. 
 

Joy!

Who do we partner with to
receive joy?
 
 
How is your joy tank? 
 
 
Who or what are your eyes fixed
on? How is that impacting your
joy tank? 
 
What area do you need to pray
and ask God help you with so that
your joy may be full? 
 
 
 
 

JOY = 

JOHN 16:24

JOHN 15:11

A SOURCE 
OR CAUSE 
OF DELIGHT 

I  HAVE TOLD YOU
THIS SO THAT MY
JOY MAY BE IN
YOU AND THAT
YOUR JOY MAY BE
COMPLETE ~NIV

UNTIL NOW YOU
HAVE NOT ASKED
FOR ANYTHING IN
MY NAME. ASK
AND YOU WILL
RECEIVE, AND
YOUR JOY WILL BE
COMPLETE.

THINK SPOT 


